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UNIVERSITY SPOTLIGHTS
Durban University of Technology

Telecom ParisTech

Durban University of Technology (DUT)
is a multi-campus university of
technology located in Durban and
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. DUT’s
distinctive aim is to spark innovation
and build entrepreneurship by... more.

Founded in 1878 as l'École Supérieure
de Télégraphie, Telecom ParisTech is
one of twelve founding members of
ParisTech, an association of prestigious
French higher education institutions
recognised as Grandes Écoles – and this
reputation is borne out by… more.

IN THE NEWS
Which students are the most internationally minded?

U-Multirank in the Media

A new exclusive U-Multirank analysis shows the extent to
which students studying different subjects might benefit
from the global perspective being taken by their
institutions. It also shows a potential for international
partnerships, opportunities and recruitment. According
the new findings… more.

Challenging the old universities
U of T scores all ‘A’s in university research ranking
7 questions - and answers - to studying abroad (German)
See our “Press” section for more.

MEASURES THAT MATTER
Understanding international joint publications
In an increasingly globalised world, where graduate and academic careers flow around the world
and where research funding is not limited by borders, many universities find it increasingly
important to be… more.

BEHIND THE SCENES
Introducing FCYD | Foundation for Knowledge & Development
U-Multirank is made possible by organisations with different interests and representing different
parts of the world of higher education who have got together to share their expertise, their data and
their aim of fairer approaches to university rankings. The Spanish-based Foundation for Knowledge &
Development (Fundación Conocimiento y Desarrollo - FCYD) is… more.

DON’T FORGET
U-Multirank's Network of Institutional Coordinators:
Our latest initiative, U-Multirank's Network of
Institutional Coordinators, aims to maximise the
enhancement of global higher education. The
universities that actively participate have the most to
gain as the new Network will provide universities with
a suite of tools to optimise the benefits for their
institutions. Click here to read more.

www.umultirank.org

SEE YOU THERE
Wednesday, 9 - Thursday, 10 March 2016
SIU’s Internationalisation Conference | Stavanger, Norway
Tuesday, 13 - Friday, 16 November 2016
28th Annual EAIE Conference | Liverpool, England

For the full list of events, see our Calendar.

